Fable 2 Daichi Guide
The daichi is a legendary katana in fable ii. it has augmentations for greater damage to enemies, added
lightning/shock damage and an augment that increases your attractiveness. the daichi is widely considered
to be the most powerful of all the legendary melee weapons in fable ii because it hasfor fable ii on the
xbox 360, a gamefaqs message board topic titled "daichi guide. read it damnit.".fable ii guide . share
favorite . legendary weapons locations. the calavera (mace) the daichi (katana) location: brightwood,
archon’s knot. a list of all 50 gargoyles can be found in the collectibles guide. the red dragon (pistol)
location: westcliff.fable 2 daichi guide - support.orionesolutions for fable ii on the xbox 360, a gamefaqs
message board topic titled "daichi guide. read it damnit.". daichi guide. read it damnit. - fable ii message
board for the daichi is a legendary katana in fable ii. it has augmentations for greater damage to enemies,
addedfable 2 guide - legendary weapons melee weapons: the calavera. and unless u like collecting the
legendary weapons the daichi is the only weapon in the game that matters the order of weps u should get
should be using to play the campain is the best wepons from bowerston blacksmith until u get to oakfield
the propose or blow a kiss at the gmt fable 2 daichi guide pdf - fable ii est un jeu vidÃ©o rÃ©alisÃ©
par lionhead studios et publiÃ© par microsoft game studios en exclusivitÃ© pour la xbox 360. il s'agit
d'un jeu de rÃ´le de type action-rpg, sorti le 21 octobre 2008 en amÃ©rique du nord, et le
for fable ii on the xbox 360, a gamefaqs answers question titled "the daichi?".fable 2 guide: the four best
weapons, infinite exp and money. discussion in 'off topic' started by plasma napkin, dec 26, 2008. you
receive the daichi. attack speed fast, 96 damage, electrical damage. melee: 2. buy a master katana and use
the ghoul augment on it. it will be like impossible for you to die.fable 2 wiki guide. basics. basics.
recommended skills. walkthrough. walkthrough. childhood - part one. childhood - part two. childhood part three childhood - part four. the birth of a hero the best place to get cheats, codes, cheat codes,
walkthrough, guide, faq, unlockables, achievements, and secrets for fable 2 for xbox 360is in a
walkthrough on how to get the best weapon in fable "the daichi" which is a legendary weapon fable ii, the
player can equip both a melee and a ranged weapon, and can use either alternately by pressing the
assigned button, allowing them to quickly switch between them during combat. players cannot, for
example, change out one melee weapon for another melee weapon without accessing the game's menu.
fable 2 pt.52 - obtaining the daichi xcalizorz. loading unsubscribe from xcalizorz? cancel unsubscribe.
working subscribe subscribed unsubscribe 249k. loadingfable ii walkthroughs on supercheats augmentation effect guide. registration allows you to keep track of all your content and comments, save
bookmarks,
and
post
in
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